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AI & Data Science

Iot & Mobility
The SOTI ONE PLATFORM intuitively integrates all Enterprise
Mobility Management (EMM) needs into one unique,
easy-to-use platform.

Thermal Camera with Access Control
Video Surveillance & Analytics
on Customer Behavior,
Sentiment, Happiness, footfall and VIP Detection.
reduces
cost
complexity
downtime related
to business-critical mobility.

6 Unique and revolutionary components:
The SOTI ONE Platform removes functional silos to create a
single platform and helps to decrease the downtime , build
apps faster and manage all mobile & IOT devices in 1 place.

Embrace New-Normal!

Smart integration with POS and CRM using
data fusion that meets the need of retail industry,
making your operation more cost-effective and efficient!

Companies sought to consolidate variety of data to create
an on-demand analytical view across all customer data
points.

Customer 720 combines both internal & external data
to empower organizations to achieve actionable insights
on live customer profile like
Interests, Social Media data, partner data, group data
Transactions (Internal)
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With the use of AI and IoT to
Digitize your Facility Management (FM) Process.
Stay on-top with real-time updates on all
Facility information on the move.
Optiqo provides one of the most complete systems
on the market for monitoring and quality control of
cleaning and FM deliveries.
Optiqo System is completely web-based & has
launched support for
Self-monitoring
Cleaning & FM control
Presence management
Work order management & Deviation
Response handling: The possibility to monitor
service delivery in real time via the Optiqo

Actions

Next Best Offer

CRM
POS / Billing etc.
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Interactions (Internal)

Call Centre data
Activity data (Cookie)

Insights (Derived Attributes)

Channel Behaviour
Interest Areas etc…

Transactions (External)
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Interactions (External)

Social Media
Devices data (LAMP…)

E.g. Claims History Data

AI and Automation goes hand in hand. Robotic Process
Automation (RPA) jacks up employee efficiency & productivity
while reducing delivery times & significantly increasing your
savings. Your customers will certainly thank you for it
Our firm technological foundation enables us to heighten the
worth of robotic automation by building smarter bots with
higher cognitive capabilities.
Automate your business workflows, data extraction, operational
tasks to gain an upper hand over your competition.
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Cloud & infrastructure security

enterprise
With our expertise in information technology and ecommerce
developmentWe help retail companies, distributors,
manufacturers, and wholesalers drive their customers’
satisfaction, boost sales and expand their audiences.

Outline enterprises towards a Cloud-First business. We help
organizations using Microsoft Azure & Amazon AWS.

Our goal is to make your online presence
catchy & robust so that your brand
stand outs in the ecommerce market.
Apart from being one of the largest Magento Commerce
developer, we also support Salesforce Commerce, Shopify,
BigCommerce, WooCommerce etc

Accelerate your business growth with Dynamics 365.
Unify your data.
Get predictive insights.
Make smarter decisions
Take actions that drive
your business

To ensure business continuity, we provide 24/7 support for your
hosted infrastructure.reducing manual and paper-based
processing.
Cloud migration is the process of moving digital assets
to Cloud Infrastructure.
Integration with Server Apps

Mobile Apps

Security Integration

User Interface Integration

Business Logic Integration

Data Integration

Cloud migration refers to moving tools & data from old, legacy
infrastructure or an on-premises data center to the cloud.

Our offering caters to both large enterprises & mid-sized
organizations.With numerous customers what it takes to make
a Dynamics 365 implementation successful.
Darktrace's world-leading Cyber AI protects
against unpredictable threats.
Cloud-native, Darktrace covers the entire enterprise,
from workforce devices and IoT, to SaaS and email.
EDGE RUNTIME

making it easy for app developers
to consume your services

REAL-TIME ANALYTICS

providing powerful tools to see
short & long-term usage trends
of your APIs

ROBUST ECOSYSTEM

managing the community of
which app developers use your service

With our Integration Center of Excellence (CoE)
We help customers take a peek into the future with the API
Economy & solve future business problems with the
available technology. We can also assist you with setting up
an API Center of Excellence within your organization &
successfully integrate with Apigee, Mulesoft, Layer7,
Jitterbit and others API platform
UI (USER INTERFACE) DESIGN
DESIGN REFERENCES
DESIGN REVIEW
GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

USER EXPERIENCE is the process
of understanding
“What we can do to make a BRAND
& the USABILITY better for every user.”

Organizations moving to the cloud face new risks – from
compromised credentials and malicious insiders, to simple
mis-configurations exposing sensitive data.

Banking
The All-In-One comprehensive solution
for any Small-Scaled
Financial Institutions.

BANQIN solution effectively addresses the strategic &
the challenges faced by: Micro Finance, Credit Unions, Credit
Societies, Rural, Savings & Thrift Banks. BANQIN comes as an all
“Inclusive” package which is sufficient to run an MFI.

BRANDING GUIDELINES
ANIMATION INTERACTIONS

USER INTERFACE is the process of enhancing the CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE by making it easy to do busines for the user & brand
Creating a digital footprint of businesses globally for
10+ years has made us one of the best UX UI Design agencies
delivering exceptional designs & it goes
beyond just being user-centered. We consider your needs &
the features of your products and services as well.

Sharpen your skills to be strategic in a digital banking world!

BankersLab® is leading the way in delivering innovative,
strategic learning across the banking industry to improve
financial and customer outcomes. Using the Real-Time
Simulation Platform & operating their Own Virtual Portfolios,
your teams can gain 32 years of experience, in just three days

